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ABSTRACT
The fixed anvil temperature (FAT) theory describes a mechanism for how tropical anvil clouds respond to
global warming and has been used to argue for a robust positive longwave cloud feedback. A constant cloud
anvil temperature, due to increased anvil altitude, has been argued to lead to a ‘‘zero cloud emission change’’
feedback, which can be considered positive relative to the negative feedback associated with cloud anvil
warming when cloud altitude is unchanged. Here, partial radiative perturbation (PRP) analysis is used to
quantify the radiative feedback caused by clouds that follow the FAT theory (FAT–cloud feedback) and to set
this in the context of other feedback components in two atmospheric general circulation models. The FAT–
cloud feedback is positive in the PRP framework due to increasing anvil altitude, but because the cloud
emission does not change, this positive feedback is cancelled by an equal and opposite component of the
temperature feedback due to increasing emission from the cloud. To incorporate this cancellation, the
thermal radiative damping with fixed relative humidity and anvil temperature (T-FRAT) decomposition
framework is proposed for longwave feedbacks, in which temperature, fixed relative humidity, and FAT–
cloud feedbacks are combined. In T-FRAT, the cloud feedback under the FAT constraint is zero, while that
under the proportionately higher anvil temperature (PHAT) constraint is negative. The change in the ob-
servable cloud radiative effect with FAT–cloud response is also evaluated and shown to be negative due to so-
called cloud masking effects. It is shown that ‘‘cloud masking’’ is a misleading term in this context, and these
effects are interpreted more generally as ‘‘cloud climatology effects.’’
1. Introduction
The fixed-anvil temperature (FAT) theory, first pro-
posed by Hartmann and Larson (2002), argues that
tropical deep convective cloud anvil temperatures re-
main approximately constant as the climate warms,
making tropical outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) for
the cloudy sky depend little on the increasing surface
temperature. In the tropical average, the detrainment
altitude of deep convective clouds corresponds to the
divergence of vertical mass flux in the subsidence region,
assuming that the outflow from the large-scale upwelling
circulation, in which convection is embedded, occurs
near the cloud detrainment level. In radiative convective
equilibrium (RCE), the adiabatic warming accompa-
nied by downward motion is balanced by radiative
cooling, and thus the altitude of vertical divergence
approximately coincides with a sharp vertical gradient of
the radiative cooling profile. Under the fixed relative
humidity (RH) assumption, the level of this sharp ver-
tical gradient is determined by the saturation vapor
pressure or equivalently by temperature. As a result, the
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outflow, detrainment, and anvil, which occur around a
fixed temperature, shift to a higher altitude.
As noted in Boucher et al. (2013), it has long been
recognized that climate feedback becomes more posi-
tive when clouds are raised in altitude compared to the
case that clouds stay at the same altitude (Cess 1975;
Cess et al. 1990; Hansen et al. 1984). Hartmann and
Larson (2002) argue that if only the longwave (LW)
emission were considered, tropical climate could be very
sensitive to increasing surface temperatures, since LW
emission from anvil clouds would not change greatly.
However, they did not attempt to quantify the sign or
magnitude of the FAT effect on climate feedbacks.
There are various arguments for the effect of the FAT
mechanism on climate feedback described in the litera-
ture. Hartmann and Larson (2002) argue that cloud
emission will not change greatly as the climate warms,
which could be intuitively thought as a ‘‘zero cloud
emission change’’ feedback (Fig. 1a). However, many
studies argue that the FAT mechanism results in a posi-
tive feedback. Zelinka and Hartmann (2010) argue that
the FAT mechanism provides a powerful constraint on
the sign and magnitude of the LW cloud feedback in fu-
ture climate change projections from general circulation
models (GCMs). They demonstrated that the FAT–cloud
response causes a positive feedback of clouds relative to
the case when clouds stay at the same pressure level [fixed
anvil pressure (FAP)]. Soden and Vecchi (2011) argue
that ‘‘The tendency of the tropical cirrus anvils to con-
serve cloud top temperature reduces the rate at which the
TOA LW emission will increase in response to a surface
warming and results in a positive feedback.’’ Bretherton
(2015) argues that ‘‘FAT is a strong positive cloud feed-
back, because the infrared emission temperature of the
cloud, and hence the overall LW radiative energy loss, is
reduced by the upward shift of the cloud compared with
the no-feedback case of a cloud which stays at the same
altitude.’’ Boucher et al. (2013) state that ‘‘A positive
feedback results because, since the cloud-top tempera-
ture does not keep pace with that of the troposphere, its
emission to space does not increase at the rate expected
for the no-feedback system,’’ while the exact definition of
this ‘‘no-feedback system’’ is somewhat unclear. In the cur-
rent study, we argue that the sign of LW feedback compo-
nent associated with the FATmechanism depends critically
on the radiative feedback decomposition framework.
The LW component of the (total) climate feedback
parameter can be approximately decomposed into a sum










where the subscripts q,T, andC denote specific humidity,
temperature, and cloud variables, respectively, and
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of different ways of diagnosing/interpreting the FAT effects on longwave climate feedbacks:
(a) zero-cloud-emission-change feedback where two different states of temperature and cloud altitude between control and per-
turbed experiments are compared; (b) FAT–cloud feedback where radiative impact of only cloud altitude change is considered;
(c) conventional temperature feedback where clouds stay at the same altitude. DT and DTanvil denote changes in surface and tro-
posphere temperature and cloud anvil temperature, respectively, and DOLRcld denotes outgoing longwave radiation change for the
cloudy sky. Solid boxes represent anvil clouds and the dashed boxes represent their original altitude before elevated by the FAT
mechanism.










with R being LW radiative flux at the TOA (positive
downward) and Ts the surface temperature (e.g., Bony
et al. 2006). The temperature feedback may be further
decomposed into the effect of vertically uniform tem-
perature change (Planck) and the deviation from that
uniform change (lapse rate). Positive feedback refers to
the effect leading to an increase in net downward radi-
ative flux at the TOA with warming (Lx . 0). Here the
feedback is defined in terms of changes in these specific
quantities between two simulations, often constituting a
tabulated summary of climate feedbacks (e.g., Table 9.5
and Fig. 9.43 in Flato et al. 2013). This approach allows
the sign and magnitude of the LW cloud feedback, or a
component of it, to be quantified. However, it should be
noted that different interpretations will arise depending
on which cloud variables are considered in C; for ex-
ample, the case where one considers changes in cloud
temperature as part of the cloud feedback via C will
give a very different decomposition to a case where
changes in cloud temperature are treated as part of the
temperature (T) feedback (Lambert et al. 2015).
The cloud feedback has been quantified by the partial
radiative perturbation (PRP) (e.g., Colman and McAvaney
1997;Wetherald andManabe 1988; Yoshimori et al. 2009),
its approximate descendant methods (e.g., Shell et al. 2008;
Soden et al. 2008; Taylor et al. 2007; Yoshimori et al. 2011),
and, more recently, cloud radiative kernels with the ISCCP
simulator output (e.g., Chen et al. 2016; Zelinka et al.
2012a,b, 2016). Zelinka and Hartmann (2010) diagnosed
the FAT component of cloud feedback for GCMs by first
computing the cloud-related total feedback under the fixed
high cloud temperature assumption in a simple model, and
by later removing the cloud-related effect of temperature
and water vapor feedbacks. All these methods are consis-
tent with the definition of cloud feedback parameter in
Eq. (2). In PRP, the radiative effect of clouds is evaluated
through a radiative transfer calculation in which the cloud
variables (e.g., cloud fraction, cloud water amount, and
cloud particle size) from the reference and perturbed cli-
mates are exchanged while other noncloud variables are
held fixed. Other noncloud feedbacks are evaluated con-
sistently in much the same way. In the PRP diagnosis, the
cloud temperature is assumed to be the same as that of the
environment. That is, the change in the cloud temperature
profile is not included in the variables perturbed when di-
agnosing the cloud feedback. Since the entire perturbed-
climate cloud profile, including both the lifting of cloud in
agreement with FAT and non-FAT changes in cloud
properties, is used, it is difficult to isolate the FAT–cloud
component. By lifting the cloud profile in accordance with
the expectedFAT–cloud response towarming, in this study
we are able to extract the FAT component of cloud feed-
back using an extension of the PRP method.
In general, the purpose of feedback analysis is to
understand dominant processes in observed or simu-
lated climate changes as well as to identify factors for
model differences in response to perturbations. There
is a convention in the way feedbacks are decomposed
into individual components, although it is in principle
arbitrary as long as it aids physical understanding. In
the conventional PRP decomposition using specific
humidity as a state variable, a partial cancellation oc-
curs between the water vapor and the lapse rate feed-
backs (Colman 2003; Soden and Held 2006). As neither
feedback correlates with the total feedback that de-
termines the net response (Ingram 2013), it has been
suggested that these two feedbacks should be treated
collectively as a single feedback (Randall et al. 2007).
While it is now understood that the partial cancellation
occurs predominantly in the extratropics and arises
from the two feedbacks being controlled commonly by
the ratio of tropical to extratropical surface warming
(Po-Chedley et al. 2018), the anticorrelation across
models remains robust and the bundling of these feed-
backs together is justified. Ingram (2010) proposed the
‘‘partly Simpsonian’’ component as a basic response in
which it is assumed that effect of lapse rate, relative
humidity, and pressure broadening on the clear-sky
OLR do not change with temperature. Feedbacks to
be analyzed are then defined with respect to the partly
Simpsonian response. The basic response component is
essentially built on the background (or mean) climate
alone, and resulting feedbacks then do not show partial
cancellation (having the same sign). The application of
this new component widely to GCM diagnosis is, how-
ever, rather complicated, and Ingram (2012), Held and
Shell (2012), and, more recently, Caldwell et al. (2016)
suggested alternatively to use relative humidity as a
state variable. There, the effect of water vapor change
under the assumption of fixed RH is absorbed into the
temperature component of feedbacks. We note that the
partly Simpsonian response was recently updated by
Koll and Cronin (2018) in which OLR emission through
atmospheric Planck, lapse rate, and saturated water
vapor feedbacks does not change with warming. In this
article, we develop the idea of Held and Shell (2012)
further and propose a new decomposition that includes
both the fixed RH and FAT-induced radiative effects in
the temperature feedback parameter. The new decom-
position enables us to quantify the degree to which the
intermodel differences are due to the difference in de-
viations from basic physical expectations of constant
RH and FAT.
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The radiative effect of clouds can also be quantified by
the LW cloud radiative effect (CRE) defined as the dif-
ference between clear-sky and all-sky OLR. In models,
the clear-sky flux is computed assuming no cloud in the
radiative transfer calculations. While accurate under-
standing of the FAT component of cloud feedback comes
from the PRP framework, we also evaluate the change in
CRE (DCRE) due to FAT–cloud response because CRE
is a quasi-observable quantity, unlike PRP. In the present
climate, the positive radiative effect of clouds in the LW
arises from the lower cloud emission temperature com-
pared to the higher effective emission temperature of
the clear-sky region (Allan 2011). As DCRE under the
warming climate can be brought about by a change in the
clear-sky flux, DCRE may change even if the cloud vari-
ables (e.g., amount and optical properties) do not. Such
an effect of noncloud variables on DCRE has been
termed ‘‘cloud masking’’ and is usually distinguished
from the PRP cloud feedback, which represents the
partial radiative effect due to the change in cloud vari-
ables alone (Soden et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 1994). DCRE
is mathematically equivalent to the sum of the PRP cloud
feedback and the cloud masking effect on the noncloud
PRP feedbacks (Soden et al. 2008). The physical inter-
pretation of cloud masking is that clouds weaken the
magnitude of noncloud feedbacks compared to what they
would be in clear-sky conditions. In the process of eval-
uating the cloud masking component in DCRE, we show
that the term ‘‘cloud masking effect’’ can be misleading
because the presence of cloud can enhance the magnitude
of noncloud feedbacks and we argue that the term ‘‘im-
pact of climatological clouds on noncloud feedbacks’’ (or
‘‘cloud climatology effect’’ for short) ismore appropriate.
The FAT theory in its original and slightly modified
forms [proportionately higher anvil temperature (PHAT),
discussed in section 5] has been tested and verified against
satellite cloud observations with sea surface temperature
variations dominated by El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(Eitzen et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2005, 2007; Zelinka and
Hartmann 2011) and numerical experiments using cloud-
resolving models in RCE (Harrop and Hartmann 2012;
Kuang and Hartmann 2007). Some studies have ques-
tioned the accuracy of FAT (or PHAT) theory (Chae and
Sherwood 2010; Li et al. 2012). In particular, Seeley et al.
(2019a) pointed out weaknesses in FAT theory and argue
that anvil temperatures can increase in a warmer climate.
Seeley et al. (2019b) argue that the climatological anvil
cloud amount is determined by the cloud evaporation rate,
which may not be appropriately represented by GCMs. It
is not the purpose of the current study to investigate the
validity of FAT or PHAT theories. Rather, our aim is to
quantify the contribution of the effect of elevating clouds,
in agreement with FAT theory, to the overall climate
feedback in response to the tropospheric warming in two
GCMs, taking into account all terms in a formal radiative
feedback decomposition process.
Throughout the paper, we only discuss the LW
component of the feedbacks. In the following, we refer
to the hypothetically constructed cloud based on the
FAT mechanism as FAT-induced cloud. We refer to
the FAT component of cloud feedback, that is, altitude
component of cloud feedback due to the difference
between the FAT-induced cloud and the reference
cloud, as FAT–cloud feedback (Fig. 1b). When this
feedback is evaluated by PRP, it is referred to as FAT–
cloud PRP. In the next section, models and experi-
ments are briefly described. Section 3 explains how
cloud variable changes following the FAT mechanism
are constructed for PRP analysis and how the PRP
analysis is performed. A brief description of radiative
kernels, which are used to help interpret the PRP re-
sult, is also provided. The results are presented in
section 4. Section 4a aims to quantify the FAT–cloud
PRP. A new decomposition of feedbacks is proposed
in section 4b, which aims to combine the cancelling
feedback terms to enhance understanding of feed-
backs. The impact of lapse rate changes on other
feedbacks is also discussed. Section 4c aims to revisit the
interpretation of the cloud masking effect in order to
understand DCREwith FAT–cloud response. Discussion
and conclusions follow in sections 5 and 6, respectively.
2. Models and experiments
In the current study, two atmospheric general circu-
lation models, MIROC5.2-A and HadGEM2-A, are
used for a pair of AMIP and AMIP14K experiments.
These two experiments follow the CMIP5/CMIP6 pro-
tocol (Eyring et al. 2016; Taylor et al. 2012). In the
AMIP experiment, historical forcings are applied and
sea surface temperature and sea ice distribution based
on observational data are used as time-varying lower
boundary conditions.MIROC5.2-Awith CMIP6 forcing
and HadGEM2-A with CMIP5 forcing are integrated
for 1979–2008. The AMIP experiment, therefore, is
aimed to simulate atmospheric conditions as realistically
as possible. In the AMIP14K experiment, the SST is
raised uniformly by 48C, with other boundary condi-
tions, including the historical forcing, identical to AMIP.
Therefore, the difference between the two experiments
provides only the surface temperature mediated re-
sponse. All results presented in this article are annual
averages over the entire model integration periods, un-
less noted otherwise.
MIROC5.2-A is a slightly updated versionofMIROC5-A,
an atmospheric component of the MIROC5 coupled
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atmosphere–ocean general circulation model (AOGCM)
that contributed to a suite of CMIP5 experiments
(Watanabe et al. 2010). In the current study, we use a
model version with reduced horizontal resolution of T42
spectral truncation (;2.88) instead of the standard T85
truncation (;1.48). There are 40 hybrid sigma-pressure
vertical levels as in the standard T85 setting. Ogura et al.
(2017) provided details on the performance of the T42 ver-
sionofMIROC5-Aparameter ensemble. TheMIROC5.2-A
was updated from Ogura et al. (2017) in that the effect of
subgrid snowmass distribution on snow cover by Nitta et al.
(2014) and snow-fed wetlands by Nitta et al. (2017) are in-
cluded in the land surface component, and a diagnostic
scheme for ice thickness from observed sea ice concentra-
tion is modified to bemore realistic. This updated model
version is identical to the atmospheric component used in
Tatebe et al. (2018). We confirm that the climatological
clouds, particularly the vertical profile of tropical mean
clouds, are very similar to the ones in Ogura et al. (2017).
HadGEM2-A is the atmospheric component of the
HadGEM2-ES AOGCM that contributed to CMIP5
(Jones et al. 2011). Themodel has 38 levels in the vertical
and a horizontal resolution of 1.258 3 1.8758 in latitude
and longitude. The model employs geometric height as a
vertical coordinate. Further description and performance
of the model is given in Martin et al. (2011).
3. Method
a. Cloud lifting by FAT mechanism
In this section we modify the cloud fields from the
GCMs to lift the cloud altitude in accordance with what
would be predicted by the FAT theory, so that we can
quantify the magnitude of the FAT lifting cloud feed-
back using PRP calculations. According to the FAT
theory, the level at which detrainment of the cumulus
clouds occurs and the anvil develops is raised as the at-
mosphere warms, but the temperature of that level re-
mains the same. To mimic this effect on the cloud
response, we construct FAT-induced cloud for every
radiation time step at every grid point following the
method of Lambert et al. (2015): 1) 3-hourly cloud
variables (cloud fraction, cloudwater amount, and cloud
particle size) and air temperature are stored for both
control and perturbed experiments and matched up at
every time step between the two experiments; 2) the
cold points in the vertical are searched for in both ex-
periments above approximately 600 hPa avoiding the
surface inversion; and 3) for each grid point, cloud vari-
ables at each vertical level between 600 hPa and the cold
point are calculated from that level’s perturbed temper-
ature by linearly interpolating the cloud variables between
the two control temperatures that bracket the perturbed
temperature. The cold point is defined here as the level at
which the vertical temperature gradient changes sign.
While the choice of 600 hPa as the lower boundary is not
definitive, it allows for a smooth vertical profile for high
clouds after the interpolation and is loosely consistent
with the 680 hPa threshold for the altitude feedback of
nonlow clouds adopted by Zelinka et al. (2016). Singh and
O’Gorman (2012) also reported that the general response
of various atmospheric quantities such as wind speeds,
geopotential, temperature, relative humidity, and cloud
fraction is captured by an upward shift above 600 hPa.
When the perturbed temperature is outside the range of
control temperatures in this vertical region, the interpola-
tion for cloud variables is not applied. For those grid points
where the interpolation is not applied, control cloud vari-
ables are assigned. This procedure is repeated for each at-
mospheric column. Admittedly this is a very crude way of
imitating the FAT response as the FAT theory only states
that cloud-top temperature is fixed and not whole cloud
temperature, but our method is supported empirically by
the multi-GCM analysis of Zelinka and Hartmann (2010,
their Figs. 5 and 6). The current procedure results in the
upward shift, rather than stretching, of vertical cloudprofiles
following general tropospheric warming. Nevertheless, it is
found that the constructed FAT-induced cloud reproduces
the vertical profile of simulated perturbed (AMIP14K)
clouds in the tropical average well as will be shown in
section 4a.
b. Partial radiative perturbation analysis
PRP is a technique to evaluate the radiative effect of
changes in individual fields (e.g., water vapor, cloud).
This is useful because the total sum of effects from
individual fields (evaluated separately) approximately
equals the simulated radiation change. It was originally
developed by Wetherald and Manabe (1988) and used
extensively in many previous studies including Colman
(2003) for model ensembles and Yoshimori et al. (2009)
for paleoclimate. As is usually the case, this technique is
applied to quantify the radiative effect at the TOA in
the current study. The diagnosis was made by the fol-
lowing procedure: (i) 3-hourly data that affect the radi-
ative fluxes are stored for both control and perturbed
experiments and matched up at every time step between
the two experiments, (ii) radiative transfer components
of the same AGCMs are used to compute the radiative
flux change by changing input variables associated with
one feedback component at a time from their control to
their perturbed values while holding all others at their
control values, (iii) step (ii) is repeated except that input
variables are changed from their perturbed to their con-
trol values holding all others at their perturbed values, and
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(iv) averaging the two.Wenote that this two-sided analysis
was developed by Colman and McAvaney (1997).
The LW cloud feedback due to the simulated clouds






















wherem represents noncloud variables (specific humidity,
temperature, and aerosols), and C represents cloud var-
iables (i.e., cloud fraction, cloud water amount, and cloud
particle size). For HadGEM2-A, m also includes pres-
sure as themodel uses a height coordinate. The subscripts
0 and 1 indicate the reference climate (AMIP) and the
perturbed climate (AMIP14K), respectively. The partial
radiative effect of the FAT-induced cloud (FAT–cloud
PRP) is evaluated by replacing the perturbed clouds (C1)






















This PRPcalculationmoves the cloud to a different altitude
following the FATmechanism (fromC0 toCFAT) but does
not change the cloud temperature as a function of height. In
other words, cloud temperature is fixed to the original en-
vironmental temperature at a given altitude, but the cloud
anvil temperature is not fixed as a result of altitude change
(as opposed to what the FAT theory predicts).
The cloudmasking of each noncloud feedback (a 6¼ m0)
is given by the difference between all-sky PRP and clear-
sky PRP for that feedback such that














































































which is equal to the sum of cloud PRP, Eq. (3) and total
cloud masking of noncloud feedbacks, Eq. (6). The
values for PRP, cloud masking, and DCRE are pre-
sented in units of Wm22K21 after normalization by the
global mean surface air temperature difference between
the AMIP14K and AMIP experiments. Hereafter, we
use the terms ‘‘cloud PRP’’ or ‘‘FAT–cloud PRP’’ syn-
onymously with ‘‘cloud PRP feedback parameter’’ or
‘‘FAT–cloud PRP feedback parameter,’’ respectively.
c. Radiative kernels
Radiative kernels are used to aid the interpretation of
the PRP-derived cloud masking effect. We constructed
MIROC5.2-A radiative kernels for air temperature,
surface temperature, and water vapor following the
procedure described by Soden et al. (2008). These con-
sist of both all-sky and clear-sky components of TOA
radiation anomalies in response to unit increases in air
temperature and surface temperature, and to specific
humidity changes expected from unit air temperature
increases under the fixed relative humidity assumption.
They are constructed separately for each variable, and
the specific humidity and air temperature are perturbed
at each model vertical level separately. The kernels
are then scaled by the simulated changes between
AMIP14K and AMIP in those variables on the native
model vertical coordinate to estimate their contribu-
tions to the TOA radiation change. The cloud masking
of each feedback is then obtained by subtracting the
clear-sky component from the all-sky component for
each feedback. In addition to these standard kernels for
‘‘warming perturbation’’ with respect to AMIP, we con-
structed those for ‘‘cooling perturbation,’’ that is, unit
decrease, instead of unit increase, in the above pertur-
bations with respect to AMIP14K to investigate the
sensitivity of cloud masking to a different background
climatology. All radiative kernels are monthly averaged
from a 1-yr integration run using AMIP forcings for 1979.
4. Results
a. Radiative feedback of clouds lifted by the FAT
mechanism
Figure 2 shows tropical and annual mean vertical
profiles of air temperature and cloud fraction above 700
hPa. The tropopause is located near 100 hPa in both
experiments for MIROC5.2-A and HadGEM2-A. The
maximum high cloud fractions of about 0.09 and 0.13 are
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located near 200 and 250 hPa for MIROC5.2-A and
HadGEM2-A, respectively, in the AMIP experiment. The
cloud fraction in CALIPSO simulator output from the
AMIP experiment is compared with satellite-derived data
[CALIPSO–GCM-Oriented Cloud Product (GOCCP)
2007–16 average, not shown)] (Chepfer et al. 2010). In the
tropical average, both models overestimate the local max-
imum cloud fraction in the upper troposphere in which
MIROC5.2-A and HadGEM2-A show about 9% (at
13km in altitude) and about 12% (at 11km), respectively,
whereas CALIPSO–GOCCP shows only about 6% (at
13 km). MIROC5.2-A has a distinct local maximum
cloud fraction of about 8% in the midtroposphere (at
4 km) that is absent in HadGEM2-A but that may
correspond to broad peaks in the cloud fraction of about
3% (at 5–7 km) in CALIPSO–GOCCP.
The vertical profiles of clouds generally shift up-
ward, and the levels of maximum cloud fraction are
elevated to about 150 and 200 hPa for MIROC5.2-A
and HadGEM2-A, respectively, in the AMIP14K
experiments. In both models, the maximum cloud
fraction in the AMIP14K becomes smaller than the
AMIP. The reduction of cloud amount is a robust
feature in GCMs (Zelinka and Hartmann 2010) and a
hierarchy of atmospheric models (Bony et al. 2016)
and a potential explanation was already provided by
Zelinka and Hartmann (2010): an increase of static
stability requires a smaller rate of subsidence in order
FIG. 2. Vertical profiles of annual mean fields averaged over the tropical region (308S–308N) in the AMIP and
AMIP14K experiments: (a) MIROC5.2-A temperature (8C); (b) MIROC5.2-A cloud fraction; (c) HadGEM2-A
temperature (8C); and (d) HadGEM2-A cloud fraction. FAT-induced cloud is also plotted in (b) and (d).
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to balance the same radiative cooling in the clear-sky
region. We note, however, that cases of high cloud
amount increase with raised SST in a cloud-resolving
model were also reported (Ohno and Satoh 2018). In
Figs. 2b and 2d, the FAT-induced cloud is also plotted,
and it captures the upward shift of the AMIP14K
clouds well without reducing the amount of cloud in
the upper troposphere. The horizontal distribution of
high clouds at the level of maximum cloud fraction is
shown in Figs. 3a and 3b for the AMIP and Figs. 3c and
3d for the AMIP14K. The HadGEM2-A cloud frac-
tion tends to have sharper geographic peaks than
MIROC5.2-A, which enables us to sample different
background cloud distributions.
In the PRP framework, the cloud feedback is evalu-
ated by replacing the background clouds with the clouds
simulated in the perturbed experiment (cloud PRP).
Figures 4a and 4b show the cloud PRP components for
MIROC5.2-A and HadGEM2-A, respectively. The (LW)
cloudPRP feedbacks are 0.16Wm22K21 forMIROC5.2-A
and 0.81Wm22K21 for HadGEM2-A in the tropical
average (Tables 1 and 2). The value for HadGEM2-A
appears within the range of 12 models presented in
Fig. 12a of Zelinka and Hartmann (2010) but the value
forMIROC5.2-A is at the lower end. There are regions of
positive and negative values. Positive values prevail in the
western Pacific warm pool region, South Pacific conver-
gence zone, large parts of the Indian Ocean, and near
Mexico while large negative values occur in equatorial
Africa for both models. In general, (LW) FAT–cloud PRP
is expected to be positive as the level of maximum cloud
fraction moves upward where the environmental tem-
perature is lower in the background. Indeed, both
MIROC5.2-A andHadGEM2-A yield positive values in
the tropical and global averages (Table 3). The (LW)
FAT–cloud PRP feedbacks are 0.26Wm22 K21 for
MIROC5.2-A and 0.62Wm22K21 for HadGEM2-A in
the tropical average. The level of agreement between
cloud PRP and FAT–cloud PRP is comparable with
Zelinka and Hartmann (2010). While the spatial distri-
bution of FAT–cloud PRP (Figs. 4c,d) is different from
that of cloud PRP, the cloud feedback induced by the
FIG. 3. Cloud fraction (a) MIROC5.2-A at 200 hPa in the AMIP experiment; (b) MIROC5.2-A at 150 hPa in
the AMIP14K experiment; (c) HadGEM2-A at 250 hPa in the AMIP experiment; and (d) HadGEM2-A at
200 hPa in the AMIP14K experiment. Note that color scales are different for (left) MIROC5.2-A and (right)
HadGEM2-A.
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FAT mechanism is positive through the ‘‘cloud altitude
effect’’ in the PRP framework.
b. A new framework for the thermal radiative
damping and ‘‘residual’’ cloud feedback
As stated in the introduction, Held and Shell (2012)
proposed to treat the RH, rather than the specific humidity,
as a state variable in PRP-type feedback analysis. One of
their motives was the fact that the change of temperature
or specific humidity alone is not ‘‘recognizable’’ in nature.
Broadly speaking, RH in GCMs does not change much
with climate although there are of course regional excep-
tions (Sherwood et al. 2010). The amount of water vapor
under the fixed RH constraint is determined solely by the
FIG. 4. LW component of the PRP analysis (Wm22 K21): (left) MIROC5.2-A and (right) HadGEM2-A; (a),(b)
simulated clouds and (c),(d) FAT-induced cloud. Note that the color scale in (c) is different from others.
TABLE 1. Standard PRP result for the MIROC5.2-A model. ‘‘Residual’’ denotes the difference between the sum of all PRP terms and
simulated TOA net radiation change. Lapse rate feedback is diagnosed by the difference between (total) temperature and Planck
feedback. Units are inWm22 K21 unless indicated explicitly (i.e., %). ‘‘Masking’’ represents the difference between all-sky and clear-sky
components and is expressed both in Wm22 K21 and as a fraction of all-sky feedback that is masked by clouds in units of %. Percentage
for the cloud masking is not shown when the all-sky component is less than 0.1Wm22 K21.
Global Tropics
All sky Clear sky Masking Masking (%) All sky Clear sky Masking Masking (%)
Water vapor 1.70 2.31 20.61 235.9 2.30 3.10 20.80 234.8
Cloud 0.25 — — — 0.16 — — —
Aerosol 0.00 0.00 0.00 — 0.00 0.00 0.00 —
Temperature 24.06 24.31 0.25 26.2 24.60 24.84 0.23 25.0
Planck 23.60 23.91 0.31 28.7 23.71 24.06 0.35 29.5
Lapse rate 20.46 20.40 20.06 13.4 20.89 20.78 20.12 13.3
PRP total 22.11 22.00 20.36 — 22.14 21.73 20.57 —
Simulation 22.10 22.00 — — 22.13 21.72 — —
Residual 20.01 0.00 — — 20.01 20.01 — —
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temperature. The majority of conventional water vapor
feedback that does not contribute to the total feedback due
to the anticorrelation with the lapse rate feedback is ab-
sorbed into the ‘‘temperature 1 fixed RH’’ component of
the feedback in theHeld–Shell framework. It thenbecomes
the RH response that needs to be understood in order to
constrain the total feedback.
We propose a new LW feedback framework, thermal
radiative damping with fixed relative humidity and anvil
temperature (T-FRAT), by rearranging the conven-
tional feedback decomposition. The T-FRAT feedback
consists of temperature, specific humidity predicted by
the fixed RH assumption, and clouds predicted by the
fixed temperature–cloud relation (i.e., FAT-induced
cloud). It only includes the LW components. This re-
arrangement is an extension of the Held–Shell frame-
work that now adds a FAT theory component. In Fig. 5a,
the conventional decomposition of temperature (LT)
and water vapor (specific humidity) (Lq) feedbacks are
shown in the left two columns, and the Held–Shell fixed
RH temperature feedback (~LT-FR) and RH feedback
(~LRH) are shown in the right two columns for the two
models. The basic physical response component under
fixed RH assumption (~LT-FR) constitutes a single feed-
back, and the RH feedback (or ‘‘residual’’ water vapor
feedback) are located near the zero line. In Fig. 5b, the
conventional decomposition of temperature, water va-
por, and cloud (LC) feedbacks are shown in the left three
columns, and the new decomposition proposed in the
current study is shown in the right three columns, in-
cluding the T-FRAT component (~LT-FRAT). The basic
physical response component under fixed RH and anvil
temperature assumptions constitutes a single feedback,
and the residual water vapor feedback and non-FAT
component of cloud feedback (or ‘‘residual cloud feed-
back’’) (~LC) are located near the zero line. The residual
cloud feedback represents the sum of LW components
of the low (p . 600 hPa) cloud feedback, the nonlow
(p , 600 hPa) amount and optical depth feedbacks,
nonlow deviations-from-FAT altitude feedback, and
their interactions. The cancellation between tempera-
ture and cloud feedbacks (as well as between tempera-
ture and water vapor feedbacks) in the conventional
decomposition are reduced. It is now the non-fixed-RH
component of water vapor feedback and the non-FAT
component of cloud feedback that need to be under-
stood in order to constrain the total feedback.
One of the aims of the new framework is to combine
cancelling feedbacks and highlight feedbacks that con-
tribute to the total feedback. As discussed in section 4a,
FAT–cloud PRP represents most of the high cloud al-
titude feedback, which is expected to be larger if more
warming occurs at higher altitudes. Therefore, it is of
interest to investigate the sensitivity of the FAT–cloud
PRP to the magnitude of lapse rate feedback. This
sensitivity is tested for MIROC5.2-A by halving the
departures of temperature profile from the vertically
uniform temperature change that is equal to the mag-
nitude of surface temperature change (DLR30.5). Cases
for even more reduced lapse rate responses of one
quarter (DLR30.25) and zero (i.e., Planck response,
DLR30) were carried out for 5 years (1979–83). The 30-
yr averages are not significantly different from the 5-yr
averages for DLR31 (AMIP14K) and DLR30.5
(Table 4). Figure 6a shows the anomalous temperature
profiles for the different cases of lapse rate change from
TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for HadGEM2-A with a pressure term (see text for details). Unlike MIROC5.2-A in Table 1, the lapse rate
feedback is computed explicitly.
Global Tropics
All sky Clear sky Masking Masking (%) All sky Clear sky Masking Masking (%)
Water vapor 2.09 2.87 20.78 237.3 2.85 3.79 20.94 233.1
Cloud 0.72 — — — 0.81 — — —
Aerosol 0.01 0.02 20.01 — 0.02 0.02 20.01 —
Temperature 23.89 24.00 0.11 22.8 24.52 24.53 0.01 20.1
Planck 23.88 24.08 0.20 25.1 24.15 24.30 0.15 23.7
Lapse rate 20.09 0.09 20.17 — 20.51 20.23 20.28 55.5
Pressure 21.05 20.82 20.23 21.6 21.23 20.99 20.24 19.6
PRP total 22.19 21.92 20.90 — 22.22 21.71 21.18 —
Simulation 21.85 21.93 — — 21.72 21.70 — —
Residual 20.34 0.01 — — 20.49 0.00 — —
TABLE 3. PRP feedback and change in cloud radiative effect for
FAT-induced cloud (Wm22 K21).
MIROC5.2-A HadGEM2-A
Global Tropics Global Tropics
Cloud PRP 0.25 0.16 0.72 0.81
FAT–cloud PRP 0.22 0.26 0.49 0.62
Cloud masking 20.36 20.57 20.90 21.18
FAT–cloud DCRE 20.14 20.31 20.40 20.56
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the AMIP experiment. While we also perturbed strato-
spheric temperature for simplicity, it should not have
much effect as little water vapor and clouds exist there.
Figure 6b shows the specific humidity profiles under the
assumption of fixed RH for different cases of lapse rate
change. The fixed-RH water vapor feedback decreases
when the lapse rate feedback increases, keeping the sum
of the two feedbacks nearly constant (Table 4). Figures 6c
and 6d show the same but for the FAT-induced cloud and
anomalous FAT-induced cloud with respect to theAMIP
experiment, respectively. Although a smaller increase
of the cloud altitude is noticeable between 400 and
200 hPa in Fig. 6c when the lapse rate response is halved,
the pressure level of maximum cloud fraction at about
150–200 hPa does not change much between the original
and halved lapse rate response cases. It is thus expected
that the difference in cloud altitude feedback is small.
Indeed, the impact of lapse rate difference for FAT–
cloud PRP is very small while the lapse rate and fixed-
RHwater vapor feedback change substantially (Table 4).
In contrast, two additional experiments ofDLR30.25 and
DLR30 show distinctly smaller increases of cloud frac-
tion between 150 and 100 hPa (Fig. 6d), and smaller
FAT–cloud PRP (Table 4 and Fig. 7) relative to DLR31.
Collectively, the result of sensitivity experiments shows
that there is some degree of cancellation between the
lapse rate feedback and FAT–cloud PRP, and the range
of the combined term is smaller compared to the range
of the lapse rate feedback (Table 4 and Fig. 7).
However, the negative Planck-induced FAT–cloud
PRP requires some discussion. The result is explained by
the disappearance of unperturbed clouds just below the
tropopause, because the unperturbed clouds cannot rise
further under warming since the tropopause level (de-
fined here by the cold point) does not change in altitude
with the Planck response, that is, vertically uniform
warming. This result raises the following conceptual is-
sue. While the combination of temperature feedback
and FAT–cloud feedback into a single term does make
physical sense as the tropopause rises with the tropo-
spheric warming, the combination of Planck-derived
cloud lifting and constant tropopause height does not.
However, this situation is unlikely to occur in nature.
Therefore, the decomposition of temperature feedback
into Planck and lapse rate feedbacks may not be useful
to apply within the T-FRAT framework, and the can-
cellation between the extra warming in the upper tropo-
sphere (negative lapse rate feedback) and the FAT–cloud
PRP shown in Table 4 is likely overestimated. This result
is not necessarily encouraging, but it reminds us that
the lapse rate change contains two components: upper-
tropospheric warming and tropopause rise. A further
refinement of our method in constructing FAT-induced
cloud profiles from the control clouds may be worth ex-
ploring in the future as discussed in section 5.
c. Interpretation of cloud masking effects and their
implications for the change in cloud radiative effect
It is useful to refine the interpretation of cloud
masking before DCRE, the sum of cloud PRP and cloud
masking, is discussed. The cloud masking effects on
noncloud feedbacks were previously described by Soden
FIG. 5. Feedback parameters with different decompositions.
(a) Held–Shell framework: (left two columns) conventional tem-
perature (LT) and water vapor (Lq) feedbacks; (right two columns)
Held–Shell decomposition of thermal radiative damping with fixed
RH (~LT-FR)and DRH (~LRH) feedbacks, respectively; and (middle
column) the sum. (b) New framework proposed in the current study:
(left three columns) conventional temperature, water vapor, and
cloud (LC) feedbacks; (right three columns) T-FRAT (~LT-FRAT),
DRH, and residual (non-FAT) cloud (~LC) feedbacks, respectively;
and (middle column) the sum. Navy circles are for MIROC5.2-A
and red circles for HadGEM2-A. Note that the sums in (a) and
(b) are different.
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et al. (2008). Here we restrict our discussion to the LW
component, and further decompose the cloud masking
effect on the temperature feedback into Planck and
lapse rate components. Negative cloud masking means
that the presence of clouds reduces a positive noncloud
feedback or enhances a negative noncloud feedback.
Conversely, positive cloud masking means that the
presence of clouds reduces a negative noncloud feed-
back or enhances a positive noncloud feedback.
Figure 8 shows the cloud masking of the water vapor,
Planck, lapse rate, and temperature feedbacks (i.e., the
sum of Planck and lapse rate components) for the
MIROC5.2-A and HadGEM2-A. These are obtained
by subtracting the clear-sky version of each PRP
feedback term (calculated with no clouds) from the all-
sky version [Eq. (5)]. Their global and tropical mean
values are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In addition,
the contribution to the TOA cloud masking from each
vertical level is diagnosed for MIROC5.2-A using the
radiative kernels constructed with the AMIP back-
ground climatology in section 3c. Figure 9 shows the
result for the tropical average. The vertical integrations
of Fig. 9 approximately yield the tropical mean
values for MIROC5.2-A in Fig. 8, meaning that the
kernel analysis in Fig. 9 helps us interpret the PRP-
derived vertically integrated picture of Fig. 8 with ver-
tical resolution.
As the LW water vapor feedback is positive, meaning
that an increase of water vapor under warming reduces
the clear-sky OLR, the presence of high clouds above
the clear-sky emitting level is expected to reduce the
magnitude of water vapor feedback. Consistent with this
expectation, Figs. 8a and 8b show negative values in all
geographical regions, and Fig. 9 shows that the contri-
bution to the cloudmasking of the water vapor feedback
is negative throughout the troposphere.
In contrast, the Planck response is negative (Tables 1
and 2) and the cloud masking of the Planck response is
positive (Figs. 8c,d). Compared with the clear-sky case,
the presence of high clouds raises the effective emission
level to colder temperatures, where an increase in tem-
perature is less effective at increasing OLR. The spatial
pattern of the masking primarily reflects the cloud dis-
tribution at 200 hPa (Fig. 3a) where high cloud cover is
maximum (Fig. 2b) for MIROC5.2-A, and Fig. 9 shows
that high clouds around 200 hPa contribute negatively to
the cloud masking. The contribution from the surface is
opposite in sign to that from the three tropospheric
levels (;200, 600, and 850 hPa) where the vertical pro-
file of cloud fraction has local peaks in the tropical av-
erage. The total atmospheric contribution adds up to be
negative (20.03Wm22K21), but the larger contribution
from the surface (0.39Wm22K21) makes the cloud
masking of the Planck response positive.
The sign of the cloud masking effect on the lapse rate
feedback is not obvious prior to a proper diagnosis.
Compared with the clear-sky case, the presence of high
clouds raises the effective emission level to higher,
colder levels where larger warming occurs in the tropics
between AMIP14K and AMIP. However, although the
lowering of emission temperature leads to positive cloud
masking, the larger warming that occurs at higher alti-
tudes leads to negative cloud masking. Figures 8e and 8f
show that the cloudmasking of the lapse rate feedback is
negative, and Fig. 9 indicates that it is due to the OLR
increase from high clouds where a large warming occurs
for MIROC5.2-A. The cloud masking of the tempera-
ture feedback is negative in parts of the Southern
Hemisphere subtropics where surface warming is small,
but the warming aloft is large due to the constraint of the
weak thermal gradient in the tropical and subtropical
free-troposphere (Fig. 8g). Similar constraints deter-
mine geographical differences in the lapse rate feedback
itself, as discussed by Lambert and Taylor (2014) and
Ferraro et al. (2015). The negative values in cloud
masking of lapse rate feedback are more pronounced
in HadGEM2-A (Fig. 8f), which is responsible for
the prevailing negative cloud masking of temperature
feedback (Fig. 8h) despite the positive cloud masking of
Planck response (Fig. 8d). Therefore, the cloud masking
TABLE 4. PRP result of (all sky) lapse rate feedback, water vapor feedback under the fixed-RH assumption, and FAT–cloud feedback
for MIROC5.2-A (Wm22 K21). Results for 5-yr average (1979–83) are presented except for ‘‘DLR31’’ and ‘‘DLR30.5’’ in which 30-yr
average (1979–2008) are also presented in brackets. ‘‘DLR31’’ denotes the case in which the simulated lapse rate change (AMIP14K2
AMIP) is used. ‘‘DLR30.5,’’ ‘‘DLR30.25,’’ and ‘‘DLR30’’ denote the cases in which the lapse rate response was reduced to one-half, one
quarter, and zero, respectively.
Global Tropics
Lapse rate Water vapor FAT-induced cloud Lapse rate Water vapor FAT-induced cloud
DLR31 20.48 (20.46) 1.87 (1.86) 0.23 (0.22) 20.89 (20.89) 2.52 (2.50) 0.26 (0.26)
DLR30.5 20.20 (20.19) 1.52 (1.51) 0.22 (0.22) 20.42 (20.42) 2.02 (2.00) 0.26 (0.26)
DLR30.25 20.09 1.37 0.10 20.20 1.79 0.08
DLR30 0.00 1.23 20.04 0.00 1.57 20.09
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of the temperature feedback is not necessarily positive,
and the tropical mean value for HadGEM2-A is neutral
(Table 2).
These results suggest that the cloud masking effect is
more universally understood in terms of changes in the
effective emission level, rather than the interruption of
upwelling LW radiation compared to the clear-sky case.
The term ‘‘cloud masking effect,’’ thus, may be more
precisely described as ‘‘impact of climatological clouds
on noncloud feedbacks’’ or ‘‘cloud climatology effect’’
for short, which may mask feedbacks (weakening their
magnitude) in some cases but enhance them in others. In
particular, the lapse rate plays a role in determining the
sign of the cloud masking of the temperature feedback.
An illustration summarizing the impact of climatologi-
cal clouds on noncloud feedbacks is given in Fig. 10.
Figure 11 shows DCRE for FAT-induced cloud con-
structed by the sum of FAT–cloud PRP [Eq. (4)] and the
cloud masking of temperature and water vapor feed-
backs computed with the two-sided PRP [Eq. (5)].
While the sum of FAT–cloud PRP and the cloud
masking of temperature feedback alone is positive ex-
cept for small regions in the southeastern tropical Pacific
and Atlantic (Figs. 11a,b), the large negative cloud
masking of water vapor feedbackmakesDCREnegative
over large part of the tropical oceans (Figs. 11c,d,
Table 3). As DCRE is an observable quantity in contrast
to cloud PRP, it is important to understand these
FIG. 6. Vertical profiles of annual mean fields averaged over the tropical region (308S–308N) for (a) air tem-
perature difference from the AMIP run; (b) specific humidity; (c) cloud fraction; and (d) cloud fraction difference
from the AMIP run. ‘‘DLR31’’ denotes the case in which the simulated lapse rate change (AMIP14K2AMIP) is
used. ‘‘DLR30.5,’’ ‘‘DLR30.25,’’ and ‘‘DLR30’’ denote the cases in which the lapse rate response was reduced to
one-half, one quarter, and zero, respectively. Results for 5-yr average (1979–83) are presented.
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masking effects to constrain the FAT–cloud radiative ef-
fect in observations. They are currently model dependent.
Strictly speaking, the cloud masking computed by two-
sided PRP contains not only the effect of AMIP cloud but
also of AMIP14K cloud. The latter effect should be irrel-
evant to the DCRE for FAT-induced cloud. We checked
the sensitivity of cloud masking to the different cloud cli-
matology of AMIP and AMIP14K for MIROC5.2-A us-
ing the radiative kernels constructed with AMIP cloud
(warming perturbation in section 3c) and with AMIP14K
cloud (cooling perturbation in section 3c), separately.
Table 5 summarizes the results. The difference in cloud
masking between the two-sided PRP and the radiative
kernelwithAMIP cloud is smaller than 0.05Wm22K21 for
bothwater vapor and temperature feedbacks.Although the
results differ quantitatively, the qualitative conclusion for
DCRE does not depend on which cloud masking is used.
5. Discussion
There are two different ways of understanding the
FAT effect on climate feedbacks, which are associated
with the different approaches for decomposing feed-
backs and diagnosing cloud radiative feedback param-
eters discussed in the introduction. As in Eq. (2), the LW
cloud feedback parameter is defined by LC 5 ›R/›C 
dC/dTs. The zero-cloud-emission-change feedback de-
rived from the FAT mechanism accompanies constant
cloud anvil temperature, which implies dC/dTs 5 0 with
C being the cloud temperature, and hence LC 5 0, that
is, a zero cloud feedback parameter. The FAT–cloud PRP,
on the other hand, includes the effect of cloud anvil tem-
perature change to colder temperatures at higher altitude
allowing for dC/dTs 6¼ 0, and hence a nonzero cloud feed-
back parameter. In these two different radiative decom-
positions, therefore, LC refers to different quantities. A
similar argument applies to LT, and the difference in LC is
offset by the difference in LT between the two alternative
decompositions (Figs. 1b,c). This understanding motivated
us to propose the T-FRAT framework, in which the cloud
feedback parameter for the zero-cloud-emission-change
feedback is, by definition, zero.
We argue that part of the opposing effects of conven-
tional thermal radiative damping and FAT–cloud PRP
feedback is caused by the cancellation between the cloud
emission component of the temperature feedback and the
cloud altitude feedback. The temperature feedback also
contains a component arising from the interception of
upwelling LW radiation by climatological clouds, but this
component is not cancelled by the cloud altitude feedback.
For example, suppose we have two extreme cases of 0%
and 100% high cloud fraction with the 100% case moving
upward in accordance with FAT in response to a general
warming. For the 100% cloud cover case, we expect that
the cloud emission component of the temperature feed-
back through the increase in temperature at a given level
will be nearly cancelled by the cloud altitude feedback
through the decrease of cloud anvil temperature. If the
cloud masking of the temperature feedback is positive,
however, a smaller negative temperature feedback in the
100% cloud cover case is expected compared to the 0%
cloud cover case. Therefore, the cancellation of the tem-
perature feedback by the FAT–cloud feedback is partial,
and consequently the degree of cancellation between the
conventional thermal radiative damping and the FAT–
cloud feedback may depend on the GCM.
FIG. 7. Sensitivity of fixed-RHwater vapor (LWV) and FAT–cloud
(LCLD) feedback parameters to different lapse rate feedbacks (LLR):
(a) global average; and (b) tropical average. ‘‘DLR31’’ denotes the
case in which the simulated lapse rate change (AMIP14K2AMIP)
is used. ‘‘DLR30.5,’’ ‘‘DLR30.25,’’ and ‘‘DLR30’’ denote the cases
in which the lapse rate response was reduced to one-half, one
quarter, and zero, respectively. Results for 5-yr average (1979–83)
are presented, and their numerical values are given in Table 4.
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FIG. 8. Cloud masking of LW feedbacks (Wm22 K21): (left) MIROC5.2-A and (right) HadGEM2-A; (a),(b)
water vapor, (c),(d) Planck, (e),(f) lapse rate, and (g),(h) temperature (Planck1 lapse rate). As defined in the text,
positive cloud masking means that the presence of clouds reduces a negative noncloud feedback or enhances a
positive noncloud feedback.
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Zelinka and Hartmann (2010) showed that perturbed
cloud profiles simulated by GCMs were better repre-
sented by those following the modified FAT (PHAT)
theory than the original FAT theory of Hartmann and
Larson (2002). According to the PHAT theory, an in-
crease in the static stability in the upper troposphere
under warming results in a smaller rise of clear-sky
vertical divergence and convective detrainment levels
from those predicted by the FAT theory. Therefore, the
cloud anvil temperature becomes slightly warmer than
that predicted by the FAT theory. While the quantita-
tive impact of switching from the FAT to PHAT theo-
ries is not investigated in the current study, some
qualitative discussion may be undertaken. PHAT–cloud
PRP is expected to be smaller than FAT–cloud PRP
because the cloud altitude feedback would become
slightly weaker. As the cloud masking effect is, by defi-
nition, not affected by the cloud changes, the PHAT–
cloud DCRE would decrease by the difference between
PHAT–cloud PRP and FAT–cloud PRP and conse-
quently become more negative than the FAT–cloud
DCRE. The concept of T-FRAT feedback remains valid
with the PHAT theory because the cancelling nature of
temperature and PHAT–cloud PRP feedbacks remains
the same. The slight reduction of cloud amount at the
anvil altitudes induced by the PHAT effect, discussed in
section 4a, may slightly change the quantitative aspect of
the results.
A potential weak point of the current study is that the
cloud modification by the FAT mechanism was made
throughout the cloud vertical profiles (except for the lower
troposphere), rather than for the cloudanvil alone.While the
spatial patterns of the FAT–cloud PRP resemble the spatial
patterns of climatological cloud cover at the anvil altitudes,
this does not guarantee that themodification of clouds below
the anvil level has negligible impact.We tested the sensitivity
of TOA radiative flux to the midtropospheric FAT-induced
cloud by specifying FAT-induced cloud above 400 hPa and
background clouds below that level. In the tropical average,
about 83%of FAT–cloud PRP is captured by FAT-induced
cloud above 400 hPa (the test was made for 5 years).
Therefore, the midtropospheric contribution to the FAT–
cloud PRP is minor. Nevertheless, further refinement in
constructing FAT-induced cloud should be explored in
the future as stated in section 4b. As mentioned briefly
in section 3a, Singh and O’Gorman (2012) proposed a
theoretically derived vertical coordinate transforma-
tion in calculating the upward shift of various atmo-
spheric quantities including temperature and cloud fraction
under global warming. Their approach may provide an al-
ternative method to construct FAT-induced cloud with a
more solid foundation.
One limitation of our approach is that the PRP diag-
nosis is impractical for expansion to multimodel analy-
sis. The approach with ISCCP cloud radiative kernels
taken by Zelinka et al. (2012a) and Zelinka et al. (2016)
is generally better suited for such an application as it
requires only model output through a satellite simulator
and existing cloud radiative kernels. In addition, the
cloud radiative kernels allow the cloud feedback to be
computed directly from cloud fraction changes and de-
composed into amount, altitude, and optical depth
feedbacks. While the positive FAT–cloud feedback in
our PRP is consistent with the positive cloud altitude
feedback in their analysis, the FAT-induced cloud pro-
file has not been explicitly evaluated by cloud radiative
kernels so far. Such an analysis would require additional
offline calculation of the ISCCP simulator, or the per-
turbation must be applied directly to the cloud distri-
bution within the bins of the ISCCP simulator output.
While the comparison of different methodologies is
certainly of interest, we leave it to future work.
In addition, this article emphasizes the common features
in the MIROC5.2-A and HadGEM2-A results. How the
new paradigm including the T-FRAT feedback helps us
understand the difference between a larger number of
models remains to be demonstrated. Nevertheless, by
comparing the conventional cloud feedback in the left
column and the residual cloud feedback in the right
FIG. 9. Contribution to the TOA cloud masking from individual
vertical levels averaged over the tropical region (308S–308N) for
MIROC5.2-A. Values are normalized by 100 hPa layer thickness
for the atmosphere [Wm22 K21 (100 hPa)21]. For the cloud
masking of Planck response, the surface contribution is also plotted
at the bottom (Wm22 K21). As defined in the text, positive cloud
masking means that the presence of clouds reduces a negative
noncloud feedback or enhances a positive noncloud feedback.
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column of Fig. 5b, it becomes clear that much of the dif-
ference in conventional LW cloud feedback between
MIROC5.2-A and HadGEM2-A arises from the FAT
component. About a factor of 3 difference in FAT–cloud
PRPbetween the twomodels is caused by the difference in
climatological clouds and/or the difference in how much
the upper troposphere warms and hence how much the
climatological clouds shift upward. This result does not
mean that the source of the model spread in the cloud
feedback for much larger sample sizes also comes from
the cloud altitude feedback. Zelinka et al. (2016) con-
cluded that the spread in net (shortwave 1 LW) cloud
feedback over 18 models is dominated by low cloud
amount feedback, and the contribution of altitude feed-
back to the LW nonlow cloud feedback is relatively small
compared to amount and optical depth feedbacks.
The current analysis focuses mainly on the radiative
impact of tropical cloud response to warming, but a
recent study argues that the FAT theory is similarly
applicable to the extratropics (Thompson et al. 2017).
The global validity of other aspects of the result should
be examined in association with this new global FAT
theory in the future.
6. Conclusions
The radiative impact of the cloud response following
the FAT theory may be described in two different ways.
The first description is that the zero-cloud-emission-
change feedback resulting from the constant anvil tem-
perature can be considered positive relative to a no-cloud
altitude feedback (FAP) case in which the negative
temperature feedback would increase upward emission
from the cloud. The second description is that the FAT–
cloud PRP feedback is positive relative to the FAP–cloud
PRP feedback because the FAT-induced cloud altitude is
lifted to a pressure at lower emission temperature and
thus has an effect of reducing the OLR. These two
FIG. 10. Schematic illustration of the impact of climatological clouds on noncloud longwave feedbacks (cloudmasking) based on the two
models analyzed here. Thicker (thinner) arrows indicate stronger (weaker) changes. OLR and OLRclr stand for outgoing longwave
radiation and its clear-sky component, respectively; ‘‘q’’ and ‘‘T’’ denote specific humidity and temperature, respectively; and the sub-
scripts ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘high’’ mean low and high altitudes, respectively. The mathematical expression below each schematic is equal to the
cloud masking.
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descriptions are two sides of the same coin: the first
description focuses on the thermal radiative damping
for the case of both temperature and cloud changes,
whereas the second description focuses on the cloud
feedback itself. To reconcile these seemingly different
descriptions, we first evaluated the radiative impact of
the FAT–cloud response in the PRP framework. It was
shown that the vertical cloud distribution constructed
from the control AMIP clouds following the FAT
mechanism reproduces the perturbedAMIP14K cloud
profile well in the tropical average, and it was also shown
that the FAT–cloud PRP feedback is positive due to the
cloud altitude effect.
The current study proposes a new LW feedback
framework in which the cancelling temperature and
FAT–cloud PRP feedback terms are combined. The
rearrangement of the feedback terms is built upon the
Held–Shell framework in which the cancelling lapse rate
and water vapor feedback terms were combined. The
newly proposed feedback term, the T-FRAT feedback,
isolates other feedbacks from those expected from basic
physical mechanisms including the FAT theory. The
T-FRAT feedback term, which includes feedbacks from
constant RH with respect to pressure/altitude and con-
stant clouds with respect to temperature, is less nega-
tive than the conventional thermal radiative damping
FIG. 11. (a) Sum of FAT–cloud PRP and cloud masking of temperature feedback (Wm22 K21); (b) as in (a), but
for HadGEM2-A; (c) changes in cloud radiative effect (DCRE) for MIROC5.2-A; and (d) as in (c), but for
HadGEM2-A.
TABLE 5. A comparison of cloud masking with different cloud climatology and method for MIROC5.2-A (Wm22 K21).






Global Tropics Global Tropics Global Tropics
Water vapor 20.61 20.80 20.58 20.76 20.68 20.91
Planck 0.31 0.35 0.33 0.36 0.34 0.36
Lapse rate 20.06 20.12 20.10 20.14 20.04 20.08
Temperature 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.30 0.28
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(Planck1 lapse rate feedback) term. This new framework
is more compatible with the description of zero-cloud-
emission-change feedback because the residual cloud feed-
back becomes zero in the case of a purely FAT response.
As the DCRE, not the cloud PRP, is the observable
quantity, we also evaluated the DCRE with the FAT–
cloud response. It was shown that the cloud masking
effect on the temperature feedback is not a priori posi-
tive due to the negative cloud masking of the lapse rate
feedback. In addition, understanding the negative cloud
masking of temperature feedback requires consider-
ation of the emission-level change by clouds, in addition
to the cloud interruption of upwelling LW radiation
from below. With that in mind, we argue that ‘‘cloud
masking’’ is a misleading term in this context, and in-
stead prefer to describe such effects as the ‘‘impact of
climatological clouds on noncloud feedbacks’’ or ‘‘cloud
climatology effects’’ for short [similar to the phrase used
by Lambert et al. (2015)]. Furthermore, the DCRE for
the FAT–cloud response was shown to be negative in
our models if the impact of climatological clouds on the
water vapor feedback is also taken into account.
Is fixed anvil temperature feedback positive, zero, or
negative? TheFAT–cloud feedback in the PRP framework
is positive, consistent with Zelinka and Hartmann (2010).
However, we suggest including the fixed anvil temperature
feedback as a part of the thermal radiative damping com-
ponent (together with the conventional temperature feed-
back), rather than as part of the cloud feedback. This is
because the cloud altitude effect under the FAT mecha-
nismmakes the thermal radiative damping weaker, and the
new framework removes the confounding effects of large
opposing terms that cancel each other out and do not
contribute to or help to explain the total LW feedback. As
a result of this rearrangement of feedback components, the
cloud feedback becomes zero under the FAT constraint
and negative under the PHAT constraint due to the in-
crease in cloud emission relative to FAT. The remaining
cloud feedbacks are ones for which we do not have
robust physical explanations, and our T-FRATmethod
will highlight them and the differences between models
and perhaps aid their understanding.
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